Tangencial base points on algebraic stacks by Zoonekynd, V.
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TANGENCIAL BASE POINTS
ON ALGEBRAIC STACKS
VINCENT ZOONEKYND
Abstrat. The notion of tangenial base point is well-known for
shemes in harateristi zero [2℄. We show that the denition in
terms of Puiseux series generalizes to the ase of DeligneMumford
staks, over a eld of arbitrary harateristi. We then apply this
onstrution to moduli spaes of smooth urves, generalizing a re-
sult of [6℄.
1. Introdution
We rst outline the onstrution of a tangenial base point on a
sheme over the eld of omplex numbers [2, 1℄.
Let X be a sheme over the eld of omplex numbers, D a divisor
with normal rossings on X , x a losed point of D and RevX \D the
ategory of étale overings of X \D. One may omplete RevX \D
into a topos SRevX \D, that of disjoint sums of étale overings, whih
is equivalent to the topos of sums of loally onstant étale sheaves onX .
A tangenial base point on X is a funtor F : RevX \D Set whose
extension F ′ : SRevX \D Set dened by F ′(
∐
Ri) =
∐
F(Ri) is
the inverse image funtor of a topos morphism Set SRevX \ D,
i.e., F ′ is left exat and has a right adjoint.
A hoie of oordinates dening D in a formal neighborhood of x,
i.e., isomorphisms
Spec ÔX,x C[[t1, . . . , tm]]
Spec ÔD,x
C[[t1, . . . , tm]]
(t1 . . . tm′)
,
yields a base point{
RevX \D Set
R Homk(X)
(
k(R),FracC{{t1, . . . , tm}}
)
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where C{{t1, . . . , tm}} = limC[[t
1/n
1 , . . . , t
1/n
m ]] is the ring of Puiseux se-
ries and Frac denotes the eld of frations of a ring .
We shall show that this result still holds for shemes over a eld
of arbitrary harateristi and generalizes to DeligneMumford staks.
We shall then apply it to the speial ase of moduli stak of smooth
urves. The notion of fundamental group of an algebrai stak will be
studied more systematially in a forthoming artile [12℄.
2. Tangenial base points for shemes
In this setion, we prove that the onstrution outlined for shemes
of harateristi zero generalizes to shemes over a eld of arbitrary
harateristi.
Let us rst reall the denition of a divisor with normal rossings
from [5℄.
Denition 2.1. A divisor D on a sheme X is said to have stritly
normal rossings if its support only ontains regular points of X
and if, in the neighborhood of any point s, its support may be written
D =
∑m′
i=1 div xi, where (xi)16i6m is a regular system of parameters
at s.
A divisor D is said to have normal rossings if, étale loally, it has
stritly normal rossings, i.e., if there exists a surjetive étale morphism
U X suh that D ×X U be a divisor on U with stritly normal
rossings.
Denition 2.2. A Kummer overing is a morphism
Spec
A[t1, . . . , tm]
〈tn11 − a1, . . . , t
nm
m − am〉
SpecA
where: A is a ring ; for any prime ideal p ∈ SpecA, the ai whih are
invertible in Ap are part of a regular system of parameters of Ap; none
of the ni is divisible by a residual harateristi of A.
As the (ai)16i6m dene a divisor with normal rossings, we will say
that it is a Kummer overing with respet to this divisor.
A tamely ramied overing over a normal sheme X with respet
to a divisor with normal rossings D is a morphism R X that is,
étale loally, a disjoint sum of Kummer overings.
We shall denote RevDX the ategory of onneted tamely ramied
overings of X with respet to D and SRevD the ategory (atually,
the topos) of their disjoint sums. In ase D is empty, we write RevX
and SRevX .
Denition 2.3. Let X be a normal sheme and D a divisor with
normal rossings on X . A tangenial base point on X \ D is a
funtor F : RevDX Set whose extension F ′ : SRevDX Set is
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the inverse image funtor of a topos morphism Set SRevDX . In
ase D is empty, we speak of base point.
Remark 2.4. If X is a normal sheme and D a divisor with normal
rossings, a geometri point x : SpecK X \D denes a base point
on X \D: {
RevDX Set
R HomX(SpecK,R).
Denition 2.5. Let A be a regular loal (hene integral) ring, m
its maximal ideal, (t1, . . . , tm) a regular system of parameters, Â =
limA/mn its m-adi ompletion and Ω¯ an algebrai losure of Frac Â.
For eah 1 6 i 6 m and eah n prime to the harateristi of Ω¯, we
hoose a primitive nth root t
1/n
i of ti in Ω¯, and we dene the Puiseux
ring of A as
A˜t1,...,tm = lim
n
Â[t
1/n
1 , . . . , t
1/n
m ]
where the morphisms dening this indutive system are{
Â[t
1/k
1 , . . . , t
1/k
m ] Â[t
1/kℓ
1 , . . . , t
1/kℓ
m ]
t
1/k
i (t
1/kℓ
i )
ℓ.
We shall often write A˜ instead of A˜(t1,...,tm).
Remark 2.6. As a ring, A˜ is merely the sub-Â-algebra of Ω¯ generated
by the t
1/n
i . But we shall regard it as a ring endowed with an inlusion
A A˜ and a oherent system of roots of the ti, denoted t
1/n
i : it
means that for all k, ℓ prime to the harateristi of A, one has (t
1/kℓ
i )
ℓ =
t
1/k
i . These data (A˜, A A˜, (t
1/n
i )i,n) are well determined, from A and
(t1, . . . , tm), up to a unique isomorphism.
Theorem 2.7. Let X be an integral sheme, D a divisor with normal
rossings on X, x ∈ D a losed point whose residue eld is algebraially
losed and (t1, . . . , tm) a regular system of parameters of OX,x suh that
D be dened around x by the equation t1 · · · tm′ = 0. Then, the funtor
F :
{
RevDX Set
R Homk(X)
(
k(R),Frac O˜X,x,(t1,...,tm)
)
is a base point.
Proof. Let Ω = Frac O˜X,x and Ω¯ an algebrai losure of Ω. We shall
show that the funtor F is isomorphi to that dened by the geometri
point Spec Ω¯ X \D. Let R ∈ RevDX be a tamely ramied overing
of X and set SpecB = R ×X SpecOX,x. Let us show the following
isomorphisms.
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HomX(Spec Ω¯, R) ≃ HomSpecOX,x(Spec Ω¯, SpecB)(1)
≃ HomSpecOX,x(Spec ÔX,x, SpecB)(2)
≃ HomOX,x(B, ÔX,x)(3)
≃ HomFracOX,x(FracB,Ω)(4)
≃ Homk(X)
(
k(R),Ω
)
(5)
The rst isomorphism (1) merely states the universal property of the
ber produt SpecB = R×X SpecOX,x.
SpecB R
Spec Ω¯ SpecΩ Spec ÔX,x SpecOX,x X
To prove (2), set B̂ = SpecB ×Spec ÔX,x SpecOX,x. As R X is
a tamely ramied overing, Spec B̂ Spec ÔX,x is a disjoint sum of
Kummer overings. The morphism Spec Ω¯ Spec B̂ determines a
onneted omponent Spec B̂i of Spec B̂ and the image of B̂i Ω¯ is
ontained in O˜X,x, hene the morphism Spec Ω¯ Spec B̂ extends to
Spec O˜X,x Spec B̂.
Spec B̂i Spec B̂
Spec Ω¯ Spec O˜X,x Spec ÔX,x Spec ÔX,x.
Isomorphisms (3) and (5) are straightforward, and (4) results from
lemma 2.9. 
Lemma 2.8. Let A be a noetherian, loal (hene of nite dimension),
regular (hene integral) ring with algebraially losed residue eld k, let
(t1, . . . , tm) be a regular system of parameters of A and let B be a nite
integral A-algebra. Then B˜ ≃ A˜⊗A B and B˜ is a nite A˜-algebra.
Proof. One has
B˜ = lim B̂[x
1/m
1 , . . . , x
1/m
n ]
≃ lim(B ⊗A Â)[x
1/m
1 , . . . , x
1/m
n ]
≃ limB ⊗A Â[x
1/m
1 , . . . , x
1/m
n ]
≃ B ⊗A lim Â[x
1/m
1 , . . . , x
1/m
n ] from [4, 7.2℄
≃ B ⊗A A˜.
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
Lemma 2.9. Let A be a noetherian, loal (hene of nite dimension),
regular (hene integral) ring with algebraially losed residue eld k, let
(t1, . . . , tm) be a regular system of parameters of A and let B be a nite
integral A-algebra. Then HomA(B, A˜) ≃ HomFracA(FracB,Frac A˜).
Proof. We shall show, by indution on the dimension of A, that all
A-morphisms ϕ : B A˜ are injetive.
The ase dimA = 0 is trivial, for then A = B = k.
Assume the result holds for rings of dimension n− 1 and let A be of
dimension n. Let ϕ : B A˜ be any A-morphism and set p = kerϕ. As
B/p is isomorphi to a subring of A˜, it is integral and thus p is prime.
From [4, 10.14℄, there exists t ∈ A suh that (t) be prime and A/(t) be
a loal regular ring of dimension n− 1. One may then write
B ⊗
A
(
A/(t)
)
≃ B/tB
ϕ′
A˜⊗
A
A/(t) ≃ A˜/(t)
A/(t).
where the isomorphism on the right omes from lemma 2.8. By the
indution assumption, kerϕ′ = 0, hene p+ tB = tB, hene p ⊂ tB. In
geometri terms, SpecB is a sheme, SpecB/tB is a hypersurfae and
SpecB/p is an irreduible subsheme ontaining this hypersurfae: it
is either all of SpecB or SpecB/tB. As t is nonzero in B/p, we must
rejet the rst possibility: SpecB/p = SpecB, hene p = 0. 
3. Tangenial base points for staks
In this setion, we generalize to algebrai staks the preeeding on-
strution of tangenial base points. By stak we shall always mean
DeligneMumford stak: see [3℄, [11℄, [8℄ or [14℄.
Remark 3.1. The étale site X
ét
of a stak X is dened in [3℄. We
shall denote ShX the orresponding ategory of sheaves. Let RevX
be the ategory of onneted loally onstant nite étale sheaves on X
and SRevX the ategory of their disjoint sums (it is a topos). This
ategory ould also be dened as a ategory whose objets are nite
étale stak morphisms R X , but, beause staks form a 2-ategory,
the morphisms are more ompliated to dene: see [13℄.
If X is a stak, there exists a surjetive étale morphism U X
from a sheme U and one may prove (see [11℄) that U ×X U U is an
étale groupoid (i.e., a groupoid whose soure morphism is étale) whose
diagonal U×X U U×U is quasi ompat and separated. Conversely,
any suh groupoid denes a quotient stak, denoted [U/S].
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Let Rev(S U) denote the ategory of onneted equivariant étale
overings: its objets are étale overings R U endowed with a mor-
phism α : S s×
U
R R suh that
S ×V R
pr2
α
R
S U
be a groupoid morphism and suh that the (set-theoreti) groupoid
π0(R×V S) π0R be onneted; its morphisms (R, α) (R
′, α′) are
the morphisms f : R R′ suh that the following diagrams ommute.
R
f
R′
V
R×V S
α
f×1
R
f
R′ ×V S
α′
R′
Similarily, we let SRev(S U) denote the ategory of disjoint sums
of equivariant étale overings (it is a topos).
One may show (see [11℄) that if (S U) is a presentation of the
stak X , then there is an equivalene of ategories
RevX ≈ Rev(S U).
Lemma 3.2. A stak morphism f : Y X indues topos morphisms
ShY ShX and SRev Y SRevX.
Proof. As the funtor
f ∗ :

X
ét
Y
ét
U
X
U ×X Y
Y
is ontinuous, i.e., as it preserves nite projetive limits and overing
sieves (if U X is an objet of X
ét
and R = (Ui U)i∈I a overing
sieve, then the sieve (generated by) f ∗R = (Ui ×X Y U ×X Y ) is
a overing sieve of U ×X Y Y ), it denes by [9, VII.10.2℄ a topos
morphism.
The funtor f ∗ learly restrits to the ategories of loally onstant
sheaves SRev Y SRevX and denes a topos morphism. 
Denition 3.3. A stak morphism D X is said to be a divisor
with normal rossings if there exists a surjetive étale morphism
U X from a sheme suh that D ×X U U be a divisor with
normal rossings. This property then holds for any surjetive étale
morphism from a sheme.
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Denition 3.4. Let X be a stak and D a divisor with normal ross-
ings on X . An étale sheaf F on X is said to be a tamely rami-
ed overing of X along D if there is a surjetive étale morphism
π : U X from a sheme U suh that π∗F be a tamely ramied
overing of U along D ×X U . We denote by Rev
DX the ategory of
onneted tamely ramied overings of X along D and SRevDX the
ategory of their disjoint sums (it is a topos).
A stak morphism Y X indues a topos morphismSRevD×XY Y
SRevDX .
A tangenial base point on X \ D is a funtor RevDX Set
whose extension to SRevDX Set is the inverse image funtor of a
topos morphism.
Remark 3.5. If D is a divisor with normal rossings on a stak X ,
we denote RevD(S U) the ategory of onneted equivariant tamely
ramied overings of U and SRevD(S U) the ategory of their dis-
joint sums. As before, one has an equivalene of ategories RevDX ≈
RevD(S U).
Lemma 3.6. Let X be a onneted algebrai stak, and S U a
presentation of X. Then, a geometri point y : SpecK U denes a
tangential base point on X
F :
{
RevD(S U) Set
R HomU(SpecK,R).
Proof. We have stak morphisms
SpecK U X,
hene topos morphisms
Set SRevD×XUU SRevDX ≈ SRevD(S × U U)
where S × U U is a presentation de X . The inverse image of the
seond is the forgetful funtor (forgetting the ation of the groupoid)
and that of the rst is{
SRev Spec ÔU,y Set
R HomSpec ÔU,y(SpecK,R).
The omposition of these funtors yields F . 
Theorem 3.7. Let X be a regular stak over an algebraially losed
eld k, let S U be a presentation of X, let D ⊂ X be a divisor with
normal rossings, let y : Spec k D×X U be a point of D×X U ⊂ U ,
let x : Spec k U X be the orresponding point of X, let (t1, . . . , tm)
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be a regular system of parameters for D ×X U at y. Then the funtor Rev
DX Set
R
∐
i
Homk(U0)
(
k(Ri),Frac O˜U,y,(t1,...,tm)
)
is a base point, where U0 is the onneted omponent of U ontaining
y and the Ri are the onneted omponents of R ×X U0.
Proof. Let R ∈ RevDX be a tamely ramied overing of X and Ω¯
an algebrai losure of Frac ÔU,y. From lemma 3.6, we know that the
funtor {
RevDX Set
R R×X U
is a base point. But
HomU
(
Spec Ω¯, R×X U
)
≃ HomU0
(
Spec Ω¯, R×X U0
)
≃ HomU0
(
Spec Ω¯,
∐
Ri
)
≃
∐
HomU0
(
Spec Ω¯, Ri
)
≃
∐
Homk(U0)
(
k(Ri), Ω¯
)
,
the last isomorphism oming from theorem 2.7. 
4. Tangent spae of a stak
The tangenial base points of the introdution may be dened by
the datum of a tangent vetor whih is not tangent to the divisor
or, equivalently, by the datum of oordinates t1, . . . , tn on the tangent
spae suh that the trae of the divisor be dened by the equation
t1 · · · tm = 0. In this setion, we dene the notion of tangent spae of
an algebrai stak and generalize this remark to the ase of staks.
Lemma 4.1. Let X be a stak over an algebraially losed eld k and
x : Spec k X a point of X. Then, there is a nite group G suh that
the square
G× Spec k Spec k
x
Spec k x X.
be 2-artesian. We say that G is the fundamental group of the
point x.
Proof. The existene of the set G is left to the reader: proeed as in
proposition 4.2. Further, G×Spec k Spec k is a groupoid (and hene
G is a group) for the same reasons that a surjetive étale morphism
from a sheme U X yields a groupoid U ×X U U : see [11℄. 
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Proposition 4.2. Let X be a stak on an algebraially losed eld k,
let U X be a surjetive étale morphism from a sheme, let y :
Spec k U be a point of U , let x : Spec k U X be the orresponding
point of X and let G be the automorphism group of x. Then, one has
a 2-artesian square
G× Spec ÔU,y Spec ÔU,y
Spec ÔU,y X.
Proof. In the following diagram, the bold arrows are étale.
Spec ÔU,y ×
U
R×
U
Spec ÔU,y R×
U
Spec ÔU,y Spec ÔU,y
Spec ÔU,y ×
U
R R U
Spec ÔU,y U X
Hene, as ÔU,y is a strit henselian ring, there exists sets A and B suh
that the diagram reads
Spec ÔU,y ×
U
R×
U
Spec ÔU,y
(1)
A× Spec ÔU,y Spec ÔU,y
B × Spec ÔU,y R U
Spec ÔU,y U X
The square (1)may be written, replaing R by the union of the `images'
of A× Spec ÔU,y and B × Spec ÔU,y,
Spec ÔU,y ×
U
R×
U
Spec ÔU,y A× Spec ÔU,y
B × Spec ÔU,y
∐
r∈D
Spec ÔR,r
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where D ⊂ R(k). Hene Spec ÔU,y ×
U
R ×
U
Spec ÔU,y ≈ C × Spec ÔU,y
for some set C. But as
G× Spec k C × Spec k Spec k
C × Spec k C × Spec ÔU,y Spec ÔU,y
Spec k Spec ÔU,y X,
where the large square is that dening G, one has G = C. 
Denition 4.3. Let X be a stak on an algebraially losed eld k,
let x : Spec k X be a point of X and G its group, let U X be
a surjetive étale morphism from a sheme, let y : Spec k U be a
point of U above x. The tangent spae of X at x, denoted TxX , is
the tangent spae TyU endowed with the ation of G.
Remark 4.4. The tangent spae of a stak is not unique up to a unique
isomorphism: this should not be surprising, for it satises the follow-
ing 2-universal property. First, one may identify a k-vetor spae V
endowed with an ation if a nite group G with the quotient stak
(Spec Ŝym V )/G. The tangent spae TxX is then a 2-nal diagram
among diagrams of the form
Spec k
x
Spec Ŝym V /G
f
X
where V is a (non-zero) k-vetor spae and G a nite group ating
linearly on V .
Remark 4.5. This notion of tangent spae of a stak is equivalent to
that dened in [8℄ as the ategory
homSpec k
(
Spec
k[ε]
〈ε2〉
, X
)
whose objets are the diagrams
Spec k
x
Spec
k[ε]
〈ε2〉 f
X
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and whose morphisms f g are stak 2-morphisms
Spec
k[ε]
〈ε2〉
f
g
X.
Example 4.6. Let X be an algebrai stak over an algebraially losed
eld k, let D be a divisor with normal rossings on X and let x :
Spec k D be a point of D. Coordinates on the tangent spae TxX
suh that the trae of D on TxX be given by the equation t1 · · · tm′ =
0 dene a tangenial base point on X \ D, thereby generalizing the
lassial situation presented in the introdution.
5. Tangenial base points on the moduli stak of
smooth urves
We shall now apply the preeeding theory to the ase of moduli
staks of smooth stable pointed urves.
Denition 5.1. A stable n-pointed urve of genus g is a proper and
at morphism π : C S endowed with n setions si : S C (for 1 6 i 6
n) suh that the geometri bers Cs of π over any geometri point s of S
are redued, onneted urves, of arithmeti genus dimH1(Cs,OCs) =
g, whose singular points are ordinary double points; suh that the
image of the setions si in the geometri bers Cs are smooth distint
points Pi; and suh that these geometri bers have a nite number of
automorphisms xing the Pi.
A speial point of a stable pointed urve C is a point of the nor-
malization C˜ above a singular or marked point of C. A maximally
degenerate stable pointed urve is a stable pointed urve C suh
that the irreduible omponents of the normalisation C˜ be projetive
lines with three speial points.
Notations 5.2. Let us denote M¯g,n the moduli stak of stable n-
pointed genus g urves, Sg,n the divisor with normal rossings of sin-
gular urves and Mg,n = M¯g,n \Sg,n the moduli stak of smooth stable
n-pointed genus g urves [7℄.
We shall rst reall the theory of deformations of urves [10, 3℄;
then explain how they lead to a desription of the tangent spae to
the moduli stak of stable pointed urves M¯g,n; and nally desribe
tangenial base points on the moduli stak of smooth urves Mg,n.
We shall state the results above a eld of harateristi zero: in
positive harateristi, it sues to replae loal Artin k-algebra with
residue eld k by loal Artin Ak-algebra with residue eld k, where
Ak is a omplete regular loal ring, with maximal ideal pAk and residue
eld k [3, p. 79℄.
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Denition 5.3. A deformation of a proper urve C Spec k is a
artesian square
C C
Spec k SpecA
where C SpecA is a (proper and at) urve and A a loal Artin
k-algebra with residue eld k.
A deformation morphism
C C
Spec k M
C C ′
Spec k M ′
is a ommutative diagram
C
C C ′
Spec k
M M ′.
Hene, deformation isomorphisms are morphisms of families of urves
whose restrition to C is the identity.
A generalized deformation of a proper urve C Spec k is a
artesian square
C C
Spec k SpecA
where C SpecA is a (proper and at) urve and A a loal k-algebra
with residue eld k and maximal ideal m, suh that all the quotients
A/mn, with n ∈ N×, be Artin k-algebras. Morphisms of generalized
deformations are dened as above.
A universal deformation of a urve C Spec k is a generalized
deformation
C C
Spec k M
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suh that for any deformation
C C ′
Spec k M ′,
there exists a unique morphism f : M ′ M and a unique morphism
f˜ : C ′ C suh that the following diagram ommute and the front
square be artesian.
C
C ′ C
Spec k
M ′
f
M
The sheme M is then alled the base of the universal deformation.
This is equivalent to requesting that the funtor
D :
{
Art k Ens
A { isomorphism lasses of deformations of C over A }
be prorepresentable, where Art k denotes the ategory of loal Artin
k-algebras with residue eld k and their loal morphisms.
Lemma 5.4. Stable urves have universal deformations.
Proof. See [3, p. 80℄. 
Denition 5.5. Let C be a stable urve over k and x a singular point
of C. A loal deformation of C at x over an Artin loal k-algebra with
residue eld k is the datum of a at A-algebra O and an isomorphism
O ⊗A k ≃ ÔX,x, i.e., the datum of a artesian square
Spec ÔX,x SpecO
Spec k SpecA
where the morphism SpecO SpecA is at.
One says that C has a universal loal deformation at x if the
funtor
D
lo
:
{
Art k Ens
A { isomorphism lasses of loal
deformations of C at x over A }
is prorepresentable; a ring (or its spetrum) prorepresenting this futor
is said to be the base of the universal loal deformation of C at x.
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Remark 5.6. Let C be a stable urve, x1, . . . , xn its singular points
and, for all 1 6 i 6 n, Ai the base of the universal loal deformation
of C at xi [3, p. 81℄: if (ui, vi) are loal oordinates around xi, i.e., if
one hooses an isomorphism
ÔC,xi ≃
k[[ui, vi]]
uivi
,
the deformation is given by
Spec
k[[ui, vi]]
〈uivi〉
Spec
k[[ui, vi, ε]]
〈uivi − εi〉
Spec k Spec k[[εi]] = SpecAi.
If C is a maximally degenerate urve, the base of the universal loal
deformation of C is dened as
M
lo
= SpecM
lo
= SpecA1 ⊗̂ · · · ⊗̂An = Spec k[[ε1, . . . , εn]].
Lemma 5.7. If C is a maximally degenerate stable urve, the base of
its universal deformation M
gl
= SpecM
gl
is anonially isomorphi to
the base of its universal loal deformation M
lo
= SpecM
lo
.
Proof. See [3, 1.5 p.8081℄. 
Lemma 5.8. If C is a projetive urve aver k, its automorphism group
AutC ats on the base M
gl
of its universal deformation.
Proof. Let g ∈ AutC. As
C
λ
g−1
Cλ
C C
Spec k
M M
the universal property dening M
gl
gives us a artesian square
C C
M
g˜
M
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suh that
C
λ
g−1
Cλ
C C
Spec k
M
g˜
M .
We leave it to the reader to hek that this atually denes a group
ation: use the universal property of the deformation to show that
g˜h = g˜h˜. 
Lemma 5.9. Let C be a stable n-pointed urve and M
gl
= SpecM
gl
the base of its universal deformation. There is an AutC-equivariant
isomorphism between the tangent spae to M¯g,n at [C] and that of Mgl
at the origin,
T[C]M¯g,n ≃ T0Mgl.
Proof. This results from the following isomorphisms ofAutC-equivariant
vetor spaes.
T[C]M¯g,n = hom[C]
(
Spec
k[ε]
〈ε2〉
, M¯g,n
)
(1)
≃ D
(
k[ε]
〈ε2〉
)
(2)
≃ Homk
(
M
gl
,
k[ε]
〈ε2〉
)
.(3)
≃ Homk
(
Spec
k[ε]
〈ε2〉
,M
gl
)
(4)
= T0Mgl.(5)
The only deliate point is the isomorphism between (1) and (2): instead
of onsidering them as equivariant vetor spaes, we shall regard them
as ategories and show that they are isomorphi.
The objets of the ategory hom[C](Spec k[ε]/〈ε
2〉, M¯g,n) are the om-
mutative diagrams
Spec k
[C]
Spec
k[ε]
〈ε2〉
M¯g,n
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and its morphisms are the 2-morphisms
Spec
k[ε]
〈ε2〉
M¯g,n.
The objets of the ategory D(k[ε]/〈ε2〉) are lasses of families of
stable n-pointed genus g urves over Spec k[ε]/〈ε2〉 whose ber at 0
is C : one identies two suh families if they dier by an isomorphism
whose restrition to C is the identity; its morphisms are isomorphisms
of stable pointed urves.
Let us show that the funtor
hom[C]
(
Spec
k[ε]
〈ε2〉
, M¯g,n
)
D
(
k[ε]
〈ε2〉
)
Spec k
[C]
Spec
k[ε]
〈ε2〉
M¯g,n
C C M¯g,n+1
Spec k Spec
k[ε]
〈ε2〉
M¯g,n
is essentially surjetive. Let
C C
Spec k Spec
k[ε]
〈ε2〉
be an objet of D(k[ε]/〈ε2〉). The family of urves C Spec k[ε]/〈ε2〉
is an objet of the ber M¯g,n(Spec k[ε]/〈ε
2〉) of the bered ategory
M¯g,n above Spec k[ε]/〈ε
2〉, but this ber is equivalent to
hom(Spec k[ε]/〈ε2〉, M¯g,n).
The omposition Spec k Spec k[ε]/〈ε2〉 M¯g,n is given by the ber
produt
C C
Spec k Spec
k[ε]
〈ε2〉
,
so it is (isomorphi to) [C] : Spec k M¯g,n; hene the family of urves
C Spec k[ε]/〈ε2〉 is (isomorphi to) an objet of
hom[C](Spec k[ε]/〈ε
2〉, M¯g,n).
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Let us now show that this funtor is fully faithful. As the ategories
are groupoids, it sues to prove that it indues isomorphisms between
automorphism groups. But by denition, the automorphisms of
Spec k
[C]
Spec
k[ε]
〈ε2〉
M¯g,n
are the automorphisms of
Spec
k[ε]
〈ε2〉
M¯g,n,
i.e., (from Yoneda's lemma for bered ategories) the automorphisms
of
C Spec
k[ε]
〈ε2〉
.
To show that this equivalene of ategories is atually an isomor-
phism, it sues to remark that in both ases the set of morphisms
from a given objet is in bijetion with the nite set AutC. 
Denition 5.10. A graph is a sextuplet G = (F, V, j, ∂, g, c) where F
is a set (whose elements will be alled half-edges), V is a set (whose
elements will be alled verties), j : F F is an involution, ∂ : F V
is a map. An edge of G is a 2-element part of F of the form {ϕ, jϕ}.
The legs of G are the xed points of j. Finally, g : V N is a map
and c : { legs } N is a bijetion between the set of legs and [[1, n]] for
some n ∈ N.
A graph morphism (F, V, j, ∂, g, c) (F ′, V ′, j′, ∂′, g′, c′) is the da-
tum of two bijetions f1 : F F
′
and f0 : V V
′
suh that f1j = j
′f1,
f0∂ = ∂
′f1, g = g
′f0 and c = c
′f1.
The graph assoiated to a stable n-pointed urve C (over an alge-
braially losed eld) is
V = { onneted omponents of the normalization C˜ }
≃ { irreduible omponents of C }
F = { speial points of C }
j :

F F
ϕ ϕ′ where π−1πϕ = {ϕ, ϕ′ }, (one may have ϕ = ϕ′ if
π−1πϕ has a single element, i.e., if ϕ is a speial
point above a marked point)
∂ :
{
F V
ϕ onneted omponent of C˜ on whih ϕ lies
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g :
{
V N
v geometri genus of v
c :
{
{ legs } [[1, n]]
ϕ i where Pi = πϕ and the (Pi)16i6n are the marked points
A ribbon graph is a graph endowed, at eah vertex, with a yli
order on the three outgoing half-edges.
C1
C2
C3
3
4
5 6
7
1
2
C3C2
C11
5
6
3
12
4 7
Figure 1. A stable urve and the assoiated graph (the
irle on C1 indiates that its geometri genus is one;
the genus of a vertex is indiated by a bold underlined
number, if non-zero)
Theorem 5.11. Let C be a maximally degenerate stable pointed urve
orresponding to a point [C] of M¯g,n and let G be the assoiated graph.
Any ribbon graph struture on G denes a tangenial base point on
Mg,n at [C].
Proof. Let G˜ be a ribbon graph struture on G and let x1, . . . , xn be
the singular points of C.
This denes loal oordinates in the neighborhood of the speial
points of C in the following way. A speial point x is a point of the
normalization C˜ above a singular or a marked point of C : it lies on a
onneted omponent of C˜, that has exatly two other speial points.
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This omponent is a vertex of the graph G and the three points are the
three half-edges stemming from it. The ribbon graph struture gives
us a yli order on these three points: one may dene an isomorphism
between the onneted omponent of C˜ and the projetive line P1,
by sending the point x to 0, the next one to +1 and the last one
to −1; hene, we get oordinates around x. These oordinates yield
isomorphisms
ÔC, xi ≃
k[[ui, vi]]
〈uivi〉
.
As the universal deformation of k[[ui, vi]]/〈uivi〉 is
Spec
k[[ui, vi]]
〈uivi〉
Spec
k[[ui, vi, εi]]
〈uivi − εi〉
Spec k Spec k[[εi]],
the preeeding isomorphisms dene an isomorphism
M
lo
≃ k[[ε1]] ⊗̂ · · · ⊗̂ k[[εn]] = k[[ε1, . . . , εn]],
hene, from lemma 5.7, M
gl
≃ k[[ε1, . . . , εn]].
The isomorphism T[C]M¯g,n ≃ T0Mlo identies the trae of the divi-
sor Sg,n on the tangent spae with the union of the hyperplanes εi = 0;
from example 4.6, the εi then dene a tangenial base point. 
Remark 5.12. These tangenial base points were onstruted in [6℄ in
the ase of a maximally degenerate pointed urve with no irreduible
omponents of arithmeti genus 1.
We shall onlude with a ombinatorial desription of this tangent
spae.
Lemma 5.13. Let C be s maximally degenerate stable n-pointed urve
and G the assoiated graph. Then AutC ≃ AutG.
Proof. Left to the reader: an automorphism f of C indues an auto-
morphism f˜ of the normalization C˜ and hene an automorphism of
the graph assoiated to C; hek that this denes a group morphism
AutC AutG and onstrut its inverse. 
Corollary 5.14. Let C be a maximally degenerate stable pointed urve
and G the assoiated graph. A ribbon graph struture on G denes a
vetor spae isomorphism
T[C]M¯g,n ≃ V = Vect{ edges e de G }.
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The ation of AutC = AutG on this vetor spae is the following. If
g ∈ AutG is an element of the group, e an edge and ve the orrespond-
ing vetor, we set
g · ve = ±vg·e.
The sign is the following:
+1 if the automorphism g preserves the yli order at both ends of
e or reverses it at both ends;
−1 otherwise.
Proof. Left to the reader: take loal oordinates as in the proof of 5.11
and use them to desribe the ation of AutC. 
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